
Update Bolivia Jan 2024 

Dear Friends, 

We are off to a great start here in the hot steamy 

environment of Santa Cruz. It's that time of season 

midsummer with lots of heat and rain.  

We set some goals for this trip. First being the purchase 

of Solar Radios. We were able to purchase 48 radios, 

along with 800 microchip SD cards. Loading these cards 

has taken some time; I am seeing an end in sight. 

We are facing some distractions as the enemy sees what 

is going on. This is a lot of God's Word going out to three 

language groups.  



So far there were major road blocks in various directions, 

no or very little traffic can move freely. We had a 

computer issue. Praise the Lord we were able to find an 

external card reader for copying SD cards. 

One of my tribal guys had his laptop stolen, his gas tank 

for cooking and some other items. The laptop contained 

a fair amount of recordings we came to edit. They were 

able to locate the laptop but it was erased. Guess we will 

be starting over!  

Praise the Lord one section of road has opened, and we 

were able to send out some radios.

 Auro who knows the method to 

send cargo by bus to one town and then by smaller 

vehicle to a smaller village, then the people who live 

interior will come out and pick them up by a vehicle 

which can travel to their village.  



Some families have this solar radio along with 15 micro-

SD cards. A lot of good Bible programs in their homes. 

  

We are nearing the end of this trip. It's our desire to see 

all the radios and SD cards sent out before I leave. Thank 

you all so much for praying for this trip and the goals we 

would like to see done. 

 Our new conference center is on its 

way to good use. Here the viewers are watching the 

JESUS film in their language. We have several details to 

complete yet in this building but in the meantime this 

week they have planned their third Bible conference. We  

just heard the conference went very well. 

Thank you for your precious prayer support.  The Holy 

Spirit is working in their hearts as they listen. 



 

Sincerely in Christ,  

 

Bruce and Jan Johnson 

https://ethnos360.org/projects/solar-radios-for-reaching-isolated-people-in-
bolivia 

  
https://ethnos360.org/projects/chimane-conference-center-construction 

  

https://ethnos360.org/projects/read-and-grow-slide-presentation-ayore 
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